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WAYNE HELIX™ FUEL DISPENSERS

Designed for youEngineered for the

World

Meet the family
One global dispenser platform, five models to address your needs. The Wayne HelixTM fuel
dispenser family is highly configurable, addressing the specific needs of users no matter
their fueling demands.

Helix 2000
Fuel Dispenser
Compact Workhorse
If you’re working within a
confined site, the Helix 2000
dispenser delivers practicality
and the latest features in a
small package — ideal for
small service stations that want
the latest in technology and
usability. Available both as lane
and island-oriented models.

1-2 grades
1-4 nozzles
40 LPM / 70 LPM / 40-70 LPM / 90 LPM / 120
LPM / 180 LPM
Island and lane orientation
Hose hook: 4.5m reach
Hose mast: 3.5m
Wayne iMeterTM and XFloTM fuel meter technology
Dimensions:
No mast: 926 (L), 600 (W), 1480 (H)
Mast: 926 (L), 600 (W), 2134 (H)

Helix 5000
Fuel Dispenser
Core of Flexibility
The Helix 5000 dispenser has
advanced
capabilities
and
aesthetics, with greater flexibility
than that of the Helix 2000
dispenser. It can handle up to
four meters and up to an eight
hose configuration.

1-4 grades (5 with blending)
1-4 nozzles per side (available as single or dual)
40 LPM / 70 LPM / 40-70 LPM / 120 LPM
Lane orientation
Hanging hoses: 3m reach
Hose retraction: 4m
iMeter and XFlo fuel meter technology
Dimensions:
No Valance: 1298 (L), 600 (W), 2268 (H)
Valance: 1328 (L), 600 (W), 2368 (H)

Helix 6000
Fuel Dispenser
Ultimate Scalability
The Helix 6000 dispenser
consolidates all the nozzles with
the option to deliver up to five
products, including alternative
fuels, in a scalable framework
that helps to optimize the
dispenser size and layout
for your forecourt. All hoses,
hidden within the hose handling
cabinet, are gathered on one
side of the display area.

Helix 6000 AdBlue
Fuel Dispenser
Commercial Success
The Helix 6000 AdBlue dispenser moves all the features and benefits
from the Helix family of fuel dispensers into a different frame. This model
is available as a Standalone unit, or as a back-to-back unit. Positioning
the hoses to one side of the user interface to ensure a flexible dispenser
size, the Helix 6000 back-to-back dispenser unit is perfect for your truck
stop applications. Commonly configured with two grades of diesel at Ultra
High Flow (120LPM) and AdBlue in the one unit, the dispenser allows
simultaneous filling, providing the user with a quick and efficient refuelling
experience.

1-5 grades (blending available)
1-5 nozzles per side (available as single or dual)
40 LPM / 70 LPM / 40-70 LPM / 120 LPM
Lane orientation
Hanging hoses: 3.5m reach
Advanced hose retraction: 4m
iMeter and XFlo fuel meter technology
Dimensions:
XX-33: 1347 (L), 600 (W), 2050 (H)
XX-44: 1759 (L), 600 (W), 2050 (H)
XX-55: 2109 (L), 600 (W), 2050 (H)

Standalone or combo model
1-3 grades plus AdBlue (combo model)
Lane orientation
Single and dual sides
AdBlue 40 LPM (with heating, 20 LPM)
Combo 40 LPM / 70 LPM /40-70 LPM / 120 LPM
Advanced hose retraction: 4m
iMeter and Xflo fuel meter technology
Dimensions:
Standalone XX: 851 (L), 600 (W), 2050 (H)
XX-31 B2B AdBlue: 1919 (L), 600 (W), 2050 (H)
XX-42 B2B AdBlue: 2332 (L), 600 (W) 2050 (H)

Optional extras

Wayne Xflo Fuel Meter

Wayne FusionTM Site Automation Server

The Xflo fuel meter prevents fuel loss by
maintaining dispenser calibration accuracy
over long periods of time and its efficient,
hydraulic designs allows for 20% higher flow
rates, enabling more cars to move through
islands faster.

The Fusion site automation server gives you the control you
need to help reduce deployment and implementation costs. By
giving you better visibility over many of your current devices with
one single tool, maintenance costs are reduced, and there are
fewer potential points of failure. You simply plug in the Fusion site
automation server, hook up your devices, and within minutes,
you’re connected and in control.

Graphics

Media
Media at the pump is an end-to-end digital
merchandising tool and service that enables
you to conveniently reach your customers at
the forecourt. The Helix fuel dispenser range
of products is capable of housing a number of
different media display options, from a basic
advertising loop during fuelling to a third-party
hosted media stream. Contact your Regional
Sales Manager for further details.

Dover Fueling Solutions now has an office
and warehouse in Braeside, Victoria.
Find us at:
Dover Fueling Solutions
246A Governor Road
Braeside, Victoria,
3195, Australia

The hydraulic door panels on
the Helix fuel dispenser are bent
sheet metal with no welding. They
are protected with high quality
paint with up to three coating
layers. Customer graphics are
digitally printed in-house giving
our customers the opportunity
to customize the door panels to
enhance their brand. The printed
surface is then coated to ensure
protection towards UV light,
resulting in long-lasting colours
for a continuously great looking
dispenser on site.

For all sales enquiries, please contact:
Ludo Wilmann
ANZ Sales Manager
ludo.wilmann@doverfs.com
0439 346 182
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